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Self-help ， as one form of private remedy behaviors ， is the necessary 
complementarity of judicial remedy in civil law and criminal law，because it is 
significant to protect private rights and interests in time. But as we know，great 
disputations exist in its theories and practice nowadays. This article discourses on the 
self-help system by theory research with the method of comparing. It combines the 
basic theories and the viewpoints of the academia of civil law and criminal law within 
the range of Continental Law System and Anglo-American Law System. The article 
tries to make clear self-help’s fundamental connotation， and I hope it can do some 
help to the self-help system of our country. This article consists of four chapters and a 
conclusion part. 
Chapter one compares the self-help concept. Subchapter one reviews the history 
of self-help， but not only stopping in the history recounting， comments on self-help 
development history were also done. Subchapter two discusses the diversity of the 
self-help concept of civil law and criminal law， trying to explain the identity of the 
concept in the two law realms. Subchapter three compares the difference on self-help 
concept between Continental Law System and Anglo-American Law System. 
Chapter two talk about the composition of self-help， it was divided into three 
subchapters. Subchapter one analyses the legislation actuality of self-help. Subchapter 
two probes into the narrow sense of self-help by specializing the component 
conditions，which are opportunity， right and equality. Subchapter three mainly makes 
other problems of self-help composition clear. 
Chapter three introduces the types of self-help behaviors. This chapter was 
divided into two parts. The common types，such as detaining，seizing and mutilation， 
were discussed in the first part. The second part explores the special self-help types of 
the Anglo-American Law System. 
Chapter four focus on the self-help’s justness connotation. Subchapter one and 
subchapter two introduce elimination of illegality and justness upon the Continental 














viewpoints of the academia and actual law provisions. Subchapter three pays attention 
to the basic notion of right and right capability， the self-help is not the right 
capability but some kind of right was pointed out at the end of the part. 
The conclusion part expatiates on the self-help comparison between the 
Continental Law System and the Anglo-American Law System as the conflict 
between private freedom and society order， and at the same time， the necessity to 
add provisions of self-help in our criminal law was discussed. 
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